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Equipamiento y accesorios de acero inoxidable
Long-term security and economic operation of water treatment plants
The higher price of stainless steel is more than compensated by less labour required for manufacturing and maintenance and by
superior durability and corrosion protection of the products. A common saying is: "cheap today is expensive tomorrow". The reverse is
equally true (see below at "Details": Cost-Effectiveness of Stainless Steel ).
We manufacture a wide range of stainless steel products for use at wastewater treatment plants. Due to our cost-effective massproduction their price is very competitive. Since we passivated all HUBER products in our own pickling bath, their surface is optimally
finished and protected for a unrivaled lifespan.

Productos
We supply the following types of HUBER products:
Manhole Equipment (e.g. covers, ladders, step irons and other access supports)
Technical Doors and Gates (e.g. pressure-tight doors and windows, safety doors and covers)
Control and Isolation Equipment (e.g. plate gates, stop-logs, orifice gauges and check valves)
Pipeline Fittings (e.g. adapters, compensators, flexible joints and fasteners)
Wall Bushings (e.g. sealing on one or both sides, radially adjustable)
Guardrails, Accesses and Walkways (e.g. gratings, platforms, catwalks)
Settling Tank Equipment (e.g. Stengel-type inlets, scum boards, overflow weirs and channels)

Detalles
COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF STAINLESS STEEL
When consulting engineers or operators from other continents visit plants in Switzerland, Austria or Germany, they are often surprised
that most components are made of stainless steel and that operation rooms are neatly tiled. They are also surprised to learn that the
plants are staffed with few operators. They understand the context when we explain that labour is far more expensive than material, at
least in Europe.
Zinc coated carbon steel components and pipelines must be assembled and adjusted, disassembled and galvanized, and then again
reassembled, which is very labour-intensive. If the zinc coating is deficient or becomes damaged, rapid electro-chemical corrosion
occurs. Durable repair of damaged zinc coatings is hardly possible.
Resin-coated carbon steel components must be de-rusted and primed before coating. After a few years, when the coating is
damaged, defective areas have to be de-rusted and coated again.
Ductile pipes have thick walls and are heavy. They are little affected by corrosion, but the pipes cannot be welded. On-site installation
requires many adaptor pieces. Coats of paint do not last long and re-painting is necessary every few years.
Components of aluminium are protected against corrosion by their oxide layer, but they can not be adjusted easily on-site. Aluminium
is poorly resistant against ammonium and ammonia, which lead to pitting corrosion. Stainless steel components are resistant in most
environmental conditions if the right quality is chosen. Corrosion allowance is not required.
Stainless steel can be welded on site. Maintenance labour is minimal if contamination with surface rust or contact with rusting objects
is prevented.
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